# HOW TO SPOT A COUNTERFEIT CANNABIS CARTRIDGE

## DOES YOUR CANNABIS CARTRIDGE LOOK SUSPICIOUS?

### Does Your Cannabis Come in Childproof Packaging?

Since the inception of the regulated cannabis market, legitimate cannabis companies have gone above and beyond to prevent child tampering of cannabis products.

### Does Your Cannabis Cartridge Have the Universal Symbol?

All regulated cannabis cartridges and cartridge packaging in California contain a black or white Universal Symbol. If your cannabis cartridge or packaging does not include the Universal Symbol or contains an off-color symbol, never consume it.

### Does Your Cannabis Cartridge Have a Batch, Lot, and Licensee Number?

All regulated cannabis in California has a batch, lot number, and optionally a licensee number on the packaging. Using this information California’s Track and Trace system tracks cannabis from seed to sale.

### Does Your Cannabis Cartridge Have a Manufactured and Packaging Date?

All regulated cannabis cartridges in California have a manufactured and packaging date on the packaging. Using this information California’s Track and Trace system tracks cannabis from seed to sale.

## WHERE DID YOU BUY YOUR CANNABIS CARTRIDGE FROM?

### Did You Buy Your Vape From a Licensed Retailer?

Licensed retailers only carry cannabis cartridges that are rigorously tested for residuals, toxins, solvents, pesticides, and heavy metals above and beyond the testing required for any other manufactured product sold in California. You can check your retailer’s license number at bit.ly/CheckMyVape #WhatsInYourVape